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Severity of Scope Versus Altruism: Working Against Organ Donation's Realization of

Goals-An Essay
While academic thought still tends to compartmentalize into theoretical silos, health is acted out on a public stage, often affecting scores of others in the process.
As outgoing Hastings Center President Thomas Murray observed in a commentary to the Association of Psychological Science, bioethics is a ligand to the psychology's substrate (Murray, 2002) . Right and wrong is not exclusively cognitive, but it is tackled in the grey matter at many time points. The thought of pro-donation or con-donation then becomes internalized as a personal belief, and then it is realized as a collective ethic that is to be negotiated (Battle-Fisher, 2010) . We think and decide as persons as well as collectives.
Public health by nature follows this collective. This essay will discuss the person vs.
collective view of organ donation and the scope-severity paradox. The basic premises of "scope-severity paradox" according to Nordgren and Morris McDonnell (2011) At a more elemental level, the lack of prowess in recognizing the gravity of an event would be explained by a presence of scope insensitivity. Desmentes et al. (2007) is lost is the exploration of the grand scope of the health concern on decision making.
Acknowledging that there may be "scope insensitivity" cries for viewing a lived experience of one patient as affecting the rest of society. But one must reframe the problem and conquer the hurdle of the massiveness of the need. We must overcome the chasm of scope.
Psychology can be married to bioethics and for good use in this case.
According to the scope-severity paradox, we do not easily care about those that we do not know, especially when it affects masses of far-flung individuals. I add, how much emotional energy can each of us realistically give, especially if specific energy needs to be directed to an unimaginable host of others when we have a network demanding personal attention? A lesson could be learned here in terms of framing scope-severity paradox around public health ethics. We are back to a spin on the autonomy-collective dualism that keeps
Online Journal of Health Ethics Vol 7, No 2, November 2011 ethicists like me awake at night. How do we in public health solicit the compassion of concern for others when the burden of a disease is constructed as a systems level phenomenon? The question should be raised whether there can be sufficient saturation of altruistic compassion achieved in order to trigger widespread public health concern.
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